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Bookends:
Professional Books of Interest
EDITED BY MARY

Jo FINNEY & PAT (DANIELS)

GALLANT

Dear Reader (maybe it should be WRITER),
If reading is the heart of our teaching, then writing must be the soul. Both, we believe, rely on one another to
keep teaching and learning vital in the classroom. This column of Bookends spotlights writing.
In our promise to recommend rather than review books, we have discovered an overwhelming volume of new
titles for teachers. Our selection of books to feature is not meant to suggest we have read all the possibilities!
We offer books that we feel traverse a range of essay, story, and poem to both inspire teachers to become active
writers and to approach the teaching of reading with an eye toward writing.
Drake Lombardi shares his enthusiasm for the essays presented in Short Stories in the Classroom as an invigorating high school teacher's approach to literature. On the surface, this book may appear to be only about reading, but we ask you to dip below the surface and read it with writing in mind. After all, books need not be taken
literally. What benefits might arise from reading beyond the text?
The Colors of Excellence, as Ilene Ingram remarks, is a kaleidoscope of stories from teachers of color that
sadden, inspire, and entertain. In it, teachers tell compelling individual stories through their personal narratives.
Perhaps reading this book will ignite the writing of your own story of becoming a teacher, facing loneliness in
the classroom, or celebrating the joy of your professional life.
Pat reviewed Georgia Heard's The Revision Toolbox and shares the practical, impressive range of tools for teaching revision that Georgia uses as a teacher who writes and a teacher of writing. Including specific examples from
Heard, Pat endorses this book as a "must read" in order to write better and enliven the revision component of
your writing workshops. Tinkering with the tools of writing makes the process as satisfying as the finished work.
Poems Please! gives pulse to the reading and writing of poetry, as Mary Jo shares in her review of Booth and
Moore's book. This often-neglected genre has more power to teach children about words, language, and content
than teachers may realize. No need to confine poetry to a single unit of classics any longer. This book will have
teachers-and children-begging for more poetry.
So take a deep breath and enjoy some new professional books. Read, write, and show your students how to do
the same.
Hearty reading (and writing),

lat~

Mary Jo and Pat

Mary Jo Finney, an associate professor of education at the University
of Michigan-Flint, teaches reading and language arts methods courses in
the undergraduate and graduate degree programs in education.

Pat Gallant is an assistant professor of education at the University of
Michigan at Flint.
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Heard, G. (2002). The Revision Toolbox: Teaching Techniques that Work. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. ISBN:
0-3 2 5-00460-9
BY PATRICIA (DANIELS) GALLANT

What do you keep in your teaching toolbox? Perhaps
it is filled with favorite literature, instructional
strategies, and activities that you know are likely to
inspire and teach your students. You have used and
adapted your tools over and over again. When you
use them, your students learn and they enjoy learning. Your most prized teaching tools fit your style
and your beliefs about teaching and learning. You
look forward to using them. They work faithfully.
They are the essential tools of your craft.
Does your teaching toolbox contain trusty tools for
teaching your students to revise their writing? Do
you wish it did? Georgia Heard's does. She shares
her favorite tools with you in her third Heinemann
publication, The Revision Toolbox: Techniques that
Work, a well-written publication that is enjoyable
to read and useful for teachers of all grades. In it,
she uses three main revision toolboxes (Words,
Structure, and Voice) and offers many revision tools
to help teachers encourage students to revisit their
writing. In an appendix, she provides "Revision-at-a
Glance" a concise reference sheet for students on
every revision lesson, questions for student revision
conferences, examples of her own revisions and
students' revisions, a list of her favorite professional
books, and quotes about revision.
Heard introduces each of the eight chapters with
a metaphor from her own life. For example, she compares "Revision Centers" to exhibits in a small town
fair in New Hampshire, where her mother and other
local citizens display and demonstrate their crafts.
People wander among the exhibits and ask questions
and sample parts of small town country life. They
linger at some longer than others, depending on what
interests them. The nine Revision Centers that Heard
describes are similar. Students actively explore and
engage one aspect of the revision process at each
center. She provides sample lessons for teachers
who want to implement revision centers in their
classrooms.

WINTER

Heard opens other chapters with vignettes about her
experiences with her 3-year old son Leo. For example, Chapter 5 on voice begins with her story about
teaching Leo the difference between an "indoor" and
an "outdoor" voice. "Leo is just learning the basics
of voice," she explains. "He is learning that we can
change the way we speak according to where we are
and what we're doing" (p. 49). Then she describes
the element of voice as it applies to writing. She
suggests ways to guide students to decide the point
of view for each piece of writing, to put themselves
into their writing, to write with their inner voices
(personal monologues), to write good dialogue, and
to use these techniques to create character. Heard
states that voice is "the heart, eyes, ears, tongue, and
hand of the writer. It's the writer's way of telling a
story or a poem the way that only that writer can tell
it" (p. 49).
Because voice has been an elusive element of writing
that I find difficult to teach, this chapter became my
most valuable. I agree with Heard's position that
research reports can be revised to include students'
own voices, rich language, and their unique perspectives. She provides several revision strategies that
have worked for her to help students' writing "come
alive" because "writing is writing, no matter what
genre students are writing in" (p. 65). I acquired a
variety of useful tools, including how to revise and
incorporate voice in nonfiction writing.
Heard shares her experiences as a consultant to
school districts in New York City to illustrate revision
techniques with authentic student work. She provides
conferring techniques to use with individual students
and concrete revision lessons for each tool. Heard's
respect for students permeates The Revision Toolbox.
She believes that revision is an integral part of the
writing process for both novice and expert writers.
She consistently models how to treat each student's
written and spoken words respectfully. She views each
student as a writer who, like herself, is developing
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skills and strategies through the revision part of the
writing process. "If we embrace, and help our students
embrace the fact that all writing is just practicing-

practicing to speak what's really in our hearts-then
revision becomes a process of trusting ourselves to
someday write the words we need to write" (p.106).

Kane, P. R., & Orsini, A. J. (2003 ). The Colors ofExcellence: Hiring and Keeping Teachers of Color in Independent
Schools. New York: Teachers College Press. ISBN: 0-8077-42-821 $19.95
BY ILENE

L.

INGRAM

The title of this book may suggest to prospective
readers that it is intended for a limited audience, but
The Colors of Excellence: Hiring and Keeping Teachers of Color in Independent Schools, is a book with
broad appeal for all educational leaders interested in
transforming schools by increasing diversity among
the teaching staff.
The independent schools that are the focus of this
book represent a small number of nonsectarian private
schools in the United States that are financially selfsupporting and generally operate free of government
interventions. These educational institutions are noted
for being prestigious, academically rigorous, and
costly to attend. Students that matriculate from independent schools generally attend competitive schools
of higher education, and the schools' alumni are well
represented among the most politically powerful,
socially and economically wealthy individuals in
America.
While arguments can be made that there is much to
be admired about the independent school, what the
authors find missing within this microcosm is the
diversity among the teaching staff that reflects real
world conditions. According to Kane and Orsini, a
demographic revolution is taking place in America,
and the small group of private schools that call
themselves independent schools have yet to respond
to changing social conditions.
Both Kane and Orsini have long associations with the
independent school, giving them an insider's view
of the imperative need for a more diverse teaching
faculty. They have clearly taken the stance that a
diversified staff of teachers is vital to supporting
the learning needs of students who are destined for
leadership roles in society. They have also done the
kind of homework that supports their position.
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An impressive amount of empirical data, which
is exactly what educational leaders rely on in an
environment where decisions are driven by data, was
collected and analyzed for this study. Based on the
research findings, Kane and Orsini make a convincing
case that the power, potential, and positive impact
teachers of color bring to the school experience is an
established fact.

The Colors of Excellence can also lay a claim to being
a primer on the process of recruiting, hiring, and
retaining teachers of color. The authors understand
that teacher recruitment is serious business in a
climate that has seen a steady decline in the number
of candidates entering the teaching field. In addition,
hiring teachers of color is even more problematic due
to the increasingly small size of this candidate pool
nationwide.
This process was thoroughly explored and documented based on the collective wisdom gleaned from
interviews across a broad base of people with experience in recruiting teachers of color. Readers of this
book will discover they have a virtual road map to
follow when they embark on this journey. The glue
that holds The Colors of Excellence together and rescues it from being another information-laden books of
facts and figures about a topic of diversity is its rich
collection of personal narratives. These are stories by
men and women, whose various races and ethnicities
symbolized, for me, the bright colors and variety of
shapes in a kaleidoscope blending together to create
unique and beautiful designs.
The authentic voices in this book tell of their experiences in the independent school, where they were met
with humor, loneliness, and racism. These are stories
with the power to engage and entertain, as well as to
be heart-wrenchingly sad and disturbing to read. All
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of the narratives are powerful testimonies that serve
as a social construct of understanding the ways in
which teachers of color are wounded, how they learn
to survive, and how they navigate the landscape of
the independent school. Understanding why teachers
of color choose to teach in the independent school
and why they remain, in spite of the difficulties and

obstacles they encounter, sheds some much-needed
light on the other side of the diversity issue.
The Colors of Excellence succeeds in its goals and
deserves a place on the bookshelf of educational leaders interested in transforming schools into healthier
environments by recruiting, hiring, and retaining
teachers of color.

Booth, D., & Moore, B. (2003). Poems Please! Sharing Poetry with Children (2 nd ed.). Markham, Ontario, Canada:
Pembroke Publishers. ISBN: 1-55138-157-5 $19.00
BY MARY Jo FINNEY
such as metaphor, alliteration, simile, and rhyme, or
Whether a plea from the children we teach or an
introducing metonymy, paradox, or anapestic rhythm,
answer to the curriculum mandates we face, Poems
all
are explained in simple language that invite the
Please! Sharing Poetry with Children is a call to
reader to appreciate and experiment with the tools
all teachers to inspire, empower, and teach children
of a poet. Poetic forms are represented in the many
the power of words. Beautifully crafted with rich
examples of lessons and exercises designed to remind
language, this text about poetry reads, in many ways,
teachers
that not all writing is for publication. Chillike a poem. It conveys the essence of poetry as both
dren must be encouraged to exercise their use of words
aesthetically pleasing and academically rigorous
across
many forms of this genre without being expected
while' informing the reader how to teach the reading
to produce award-winning writing every time.
and writing of poetry. In a mere 156 pages, Booth and
Morrow explore poetry from every angle to please the
reader, the writer, the teacher, and the student who is
looking to explore words, language, meaning, and life
through poetry.
From an inventory of past experiences and current
attitudes toward poetry to why teachers should bother
children with poetry, there are many itemized lists
offering thoughts, ideas, and questions for the reader.
Specific poems, accompanied by suggested methods
for discussing, responding to, and writing poetry are
woven throughout the text.

In addition to specific lessons for the classroom,
Poems Please! surveys the many "tricks of the trade"
writers use when composing a poem. Whether reminding the reader of the more common language tools

WINTER

It is hard to say whether Poems Please! teaches more

about reading or writing. From either side, as Booth
and Moore write, "a word is its own little solar system of meanings," (p. 36) and poetry offers a constellation of words that are infinitely interesting. Nearly
every page includes a poem or quote in the margins as
sideline quips of inspiration and companionship to the
featured topic. The margin, alone, reads as a treasure
of poems and worthy wisdom. Completing this book
is a bibliography of poetry anthologies across a range
of topics.
Like an expertly crafted poem, Poems Please! offers
the reader a rich essence that leaves the reader wanting to say thank you for this book on teaching poetry
while asking for "more, please!"
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Hamilton, C. L., & Kratzke, P. (Eds.) (1999). Short Stories in the Classroom. Urbana, IL: National Council of
Teachers of English. ISBN: 0-8141-0399-5 $30.95
BY

DRAKE LOMBARDI

Are students today less engaged with texts than they
used to be? How can English teachers overcome this
lack of engagement while maintaining a regard for
rigorous examination of the text?
Students who appear disinterested, bored, or even
rebellious when faced with the prospect of reading
and commenting on works of "classic" literature
often inspire feelings of frustration and even anger in
teachers who enjoy that literature and take it seriously.
Teachers faced with students who are apathetic about
reading these texts may wonder if they are presenting
the material poorly or if students, for some reason, are
simply incapable of caring about the themes inherent
in the texts.
Carole L. Hamilton and Peter Kratzke, editors of
Short Stories in the Classroom, argue that today's
high school and university students have become, not
so much students, but demanding consumers of high
school and university credits, interested, not so much
in learning, but in the opportunities for making money
that a university degree may bring. Prizing the external rewards of learning and not the process itself, they
remain disengaged from the texts they study and fail
to connect to the text, let alone give it the deep regard
that is the prerequisite of fuller understanding. As a
remedy for this distancing, the editors recommend
using short stories in literature classes and a variety of
instructional approaches.
The editors argue for the excellence of the short story
as a focus for classroom study. They cite its brevity
and focus, as contrasted with the novel, its natural
flow as something to be read, as contrasted with
drama, and its appropriateness to classroom discussion, as contrasted with poetry. The perspectives
and insights of 25 contributors, including university
professors and English teachers, are shared in essays
that address six topics: using short stories to connect
students to imaginative fiction, slowing the reading
process and taking a closer look, analyzing generic
aspects of structure, encountering alternative readings,
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honing critical methodology, and increasing literary
discrimination. Within these essays are discussions of
multiple, effective instructional techniques.
I have already applied techniques from one essay
in my teaching. The essay elaborates on the process
by which a teacher can use Herman Melville's
"Bartleby" to challenge students to read texts critically enough to question a narrator's perspective. On
the first reading, the narrator appears to describe his
situation objectively and his motives appear spotless.
Through further text analysis, students uncover the
frailties and lies Melville has built into the text. My
pleasure at seeing my students increase the depth of
their reading was echoed by the delight they took in
their task.
The section that addresses teaching flawed literature
is particularly useful. Even more important than
teaching students to think critically about the text
themselves, are the challenges addressed by the essays
in this section, which raise, in turn, considerations
about the place of particular literary works in education. When addressed in class, such questions cannot
help but lift student malaise engendered by stories
that have been raised to canonical status. The authors
argue that elevation of a text to such a level suggests
that it is above question.
The essays Hamilton and Kratzke selected have given
me, as a teacher, more tools to approach teaching
literature in the high school classroom. Like the
literature professor they quote as believing in the
need for one and only one approach to a story, I have
wanted a philosopher's stone, a single method I could
use with all literary works to wring the gold from
them. While I still believe that a high school teacher
has the responsibility to present students with a small,
yet fairly complete, toolkit with which to interpret
the texts encountered in their daily lives, their call to
teachers to use an expanded toolkit for variety and
locality of technique in teaching is one I intend to
heed.
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